
Department Of Works

When I had first started teaching at Central High – way back in old-school days; in days 
long before the benevolent “help” of a no-excuses accountability had thought it useful to sweep 
in and hostilely brand our suddenly identified as deficit-housing“F” school – well, way back in 
my earliest days of teaching, I had benefited greatly from a regular interaction with our very 
large and comfortably stable Language Arts’ department.  As had been the case in many sizable 
schools, ours, in fact?  

Had been the largest teaching department in the building.  
And, yes; sometimes, as a department, it was overbearing.  
Certainly it was strong-willed; now and then it could be?  
Oh, just a tad bit self-centered.  
Maybe even a touch spiteful.  
However, it was a department which necessarily demanded an unusual dedication.  No 

matter how many teachers were involved, as the bedrock of our large inner-city school’s literacy 
expectations, it was a department which had to work together.  It had to get things done; it had to 
be organized; it had to be diligent.  Because, year after year?
	
 It was a department forced to take on a truly gigantic and close to impossible workload. 

In order to cover literacy-heavy graduation requirements, more often than not our 
Language Arts’ class sizes surpassed the union-negotiated thirty-five students.  Although class 
size attenuation was a real possibility as the days passed and attendance became unpredictable, it 
was not unusual to start the year with class sizes set in the forties.  And when, in an effort to get 
another shot at graduation credits, upper-level students were registered into lower-level courses, 
more often than not they sat side by side with squirrelly newcomer freshmen.  Depending, then, 
upon any particular year’s adopted teaching schedule, at the start of an academic semester an 
English teacher might expect to face five to six classes per day where rosters of mixed-ability 
students had been filled beyond capacity.  

Repeatedly (oh, you’d come to expect this), students outnumbered desks. 
As a means to survive such crushing expectations, our literacy department had grown to 

be assertively outspoken.  Beneficially, our department was known to be not only dependable, 
but intellectually forthright; as a far-thinking and highly experienced teaching corps, it was a 
department recognized, and even occasionally referred to, as the backbone of our school.  Made 
up of long-term, career-committed, self-confident educators, many of whom had been teaching 
inside of, and stayed loyal to, Central High and its surrounding neighborhoods for ten, twenty 
and even thirty years, our department embodied the very idea of an involved educator 
professionalism.  

And, as professionals convinced, in pre-NCLB days, of our district’s protective value for 
hardworking, career-loyal employees?  Safe within that traditional, opinion-generating 
environment, it was a department which had immediately reached out.  Generously and 
courteously, extending a warm reception in a very real way:

It had welcomed me into the fold.
I have never forgotten how that felt.
As a relatively untried, new-to-the-building educator hired into that huge, low-income 

and over ninety-percent minority building, the most important teacher’s lesson I might have 
learned I absorbed indirectly.  Due to a regularly repeated, non-orchestrated interaction with the 
various professionals in my department; through a predictably non-prescripted contact with these 



wiser and more experienced peers – ultimately I discovered that no particularly overwhelming 
moment, no hugely burdensome day, no apparently impossible mistake was ever – no matter how 
disruptive, no matter how lacking in organization, no matter how complex, harried, or even 
individually devastating – an end.   

Teaching days: good ones, great ones, and even seriously bad ones?
Came and went.  
What mattered, as this repeated interaction with the self-confident and administratively 

respected professionals with whom I communicated daily helped me to determine, was that I 
could, as the old saying went, learn to look with grace upon what I perceived only to be 
intolerable failure, and: 

Try, try again. 
After all, I saw my peers doing it every single day.
With their help?
I could do it too.   


